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Abstract

On robotics computer vision tasks, generating and an-
notating large amounts of data from real-world for the use
of deep learning-based approaches is often difficult or even
impossible. A common strategy for solving this problem is
to apply simulation-to-reality (sim2real) approaches with
the help of simulated scenes. While the majority of cur-
rent robotics vision sim2real work focuses on image data,
we present an industrial application case that uses sim2real
transfer learning for point cloud data. We provide insights
on how to generate and process synthetic point cloud data
in order to achieve better performance when the learned
model is transferred to real-world data. The issue of imbal-
anced learning is investigated using multiple strategies. A
novel patch-based attention network is proposed addition-
ally to tackle this problem.

1. Introduction
Due to the rapid development of neural network algo-

rithms, an increasing number of industrial companies and
factories have started using deep learning (DL) methods for
a variety of manufacturing and remanufacturing tasks in the
past decade. In general, neural networks require a substan-
tial amount of data in order to be trained, whereas for practi-
cal industrial applications, allocating and annotating a large
amount of data is difficult or even impossible, especially
when robots are involved. In the field of robotics, when
the robot or manipulator directly interacts and samples with
the real-world environment, there will be problems of low
sampling efficiency and safety problems.

One possible solution to this problem is to apply
simulation-to-reality (sim2real) method, which learns with
simulated data and transfers the learned knowledge to real-
world application. This is a common strategy used in
robotics for learning robot movement controls [2, 33] and
robotic-related vision tasks [42, 24, 29]. In those com-
puter vision tasks, simulated scenes are usually rendered
into RGB images with possible auxiliary depth, thermal,
or even flow images. Then, DL-based neural networks are
pre-trained with the synthetic data and subsequently trans-
ferred to real-world use cases via domain adaption. How-
ever, most current sim2real work focuses on image data.
Few researches apply sim2real methods on point cloud data.
In this paper, we show a full pipeline of how to perform
sim2real transfer learning on point clouds for a robotics use
case as a part of a practical remanufactoring application.

We consider the automated disassembly of different vari-
ants of actuators which are commonly used in vehicle man-
ufacturing, e.g., as seat adjuster motors, window lift motors
or rear door motors. Several example motors are shown in
Figure 1(a). The ultimate goal of this project is to use robots
to perform automatic disassembly of motors, not only for
the known motor types, but also for future variants with
unseen specifications. In this case, generating a synthetic
dataset with motor variants in simulated scenes for sim2real
transfer learning [55] is a good solution. By learning the in-
ternal structure on part level, (e.g. gear container, pole pot,
electrical connection), processes on unseen variants which
have similarities to the known population of actuators be-
come feasible. This paper focuses on the first step of getting
precise screw positions and orientations on motor covers for
robots as one of the most important tasks for disassembly.
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Figure 1: Real-world motors and generated demo motors.
(b) Upper row: no textures added; bottom row: textures
added and rendered. (c) An explosion figure of a generated
motor. The original assembled motor model is also shown
at the right most.

Generating a synthetic point cloud dataset for sim2real
transfer learning has following advantages in our project: (i)
a large synthetic dataset can be easily created, segmentation
ground truth labels are given in the simulation, no manual
annotation needed; (ii) motor variants with unseen specifi-
cations may be generated, which will strengthen the gen-
eralization ability of the trained network model; (iii) point
cloud data contain richer 3D information for the learning.
Using point cloud data avoids some problems that may oc-
cur when using image data, e.g., colors of the simulated im-
ages are far from realistic since it is hard to get the perfect
textures for scene objects or to render the scene with perfect
lighting conditions. When using the point cloud dataset, we
use point coordinates information other than colors.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the state-of-the-art of 3D synthetic
dataset creation, sim2real transfer learning, and point cloud
segmentation. Section 3 shows a general pipeline of cre-
ating a synthetic dataset with simulated scenes. Section 4
describes the whole sim2real learning framework and gives
experimental results. Section 5 additionally explores sev-
eral strategies for imbalanced learning, including a novel
patch-based attention network module. Finally, Section 6
summarizes presented results and discusses future work.

2. Related Work
3D synthetic dataset. Generating synthetic datasets as

training data for machine learning purposes has already
been widely discussed and used as a learning approach for

various computer vision applications. In the past decade,
many synthetic datasets of 3D models have been created,
including the Princeton Shape Benchmark [38], ModelNet
[50], ShapeNet [6], PartNet [28], etc. They collect large
amounts of 3D models of different categories. A large
dataset of 3D-printing models is provided in Thingi10K
[54], while a more recent ABC dataset [19] collects over
1 million CAD models including many mechanical compo-
nents. Regarding 3D scenes, [45], [36] and [18] generate
synthetic datasets for the segmentation and detection of ob-
jects in virtual urban scenes. [22] generates images from
virtual garden scenes, while [43] creates a dataset for pose
estimation. There are also works that generate synthetic
point clouds. SynthCity [12] generates point clouds of ur-
ban scenes using Blender, while [30] also uses Blender but
for the generation of point clouds of historical objects.

Sim2real transfer learning. By allowing faster, more scal-
able, and lower-cost data collection than is possible in real-
world, sim2real approaches show great impact on machine
learning and have been applied in many fields including
robotics and classic machine vision tasks. [42], [24] and
[44] train neural network models on synthetic RGB images
with domain randomization or domain adaption then trans-
fer it to real-world, while Pachevish et al. [29] work with
synthetic depth images. Also working with synthetic im-
age data, Du et al. [9] propose a method for automatically
tuning simulator system parameters to match the real world.
With the help of deep reinforcement learning [27], robotics
policies are directly used as training data for sim2real learn-
ing in some works [25, 2]. A more detailed survey is given
in [53]. Apart from robotics tasks, sim2real methods have
also been widely used in other fields including autonomous
driving [51, 34], medical diagnosis [1], or even the control
of atmospheric pressure plasma jets [48].

Point cloud segmentation. Before the appearance of Point-
Net [31], deep learning-based methods for point cloud seg-
mentation are usually multi-view based [20, 5, 3, 40] or
volumetric-based [26, 17, 21]. PointNet [31] is the first DL-
based method that learns directly on points. It uses point-
wise multi-layer perceptrons to extract global features. Its
subsequent work of PointNet++ [32] further considers lo-
cal information. PointConv[49] and KPConv [41] propose
point-wise convolution operators with which points are con-
voluted with neighbor points. Similar ideas are proposed in
[46, 16]. Simonovsky et al. [39] takes each point as a graph
vertex and applies graph convolution. In DGCNN [47],
EdgeConv blocks update the neighbor information dynami-
cally. RandLA-Net [15] learns attention scores for points as
a soft mask to replace the original pooling layer. GAPNet
[7] and Liang et al. [23] propose graph-attention operations
with neighbor points to learn coefficients. More recently,
transformer-based methods are starting to trend. PCT [14]
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Figure 2: Synthetic dataset generation: (a) simulated scene
built in Blender; (b) synthetic image data generated with
BlenderProc; (c) synthetic point cloud data generated with
BlenSor.

pioneers on this direction by replacing the encoder layers
in the original PointNet [31] framework with self-attention
layers, while PT [52] is based on U-Net [35]. SortNet is
proposed in [10] to learn sub-point clouds, with which at-
tention operations are applied on their latent features and
the global feature to perform local-global attention.

3. Synthetic Dataset Generation
3.1. Synthetic Mesh Model Generation

To easily generate motor mesh models of a variety of
specifications, we create a Blender addon based on the mo-
tor types we have. As an open source software, Blender
[4] is a proven tool that performs well in modeling shapes
and creating highly customizable addons. Our addon is able
to generate motor mesh models with various specifications
and save them in desired file formats. Each component of a
generated motor can also be saved separately.

The generated models contain the following compo-
nents: (i) Pole Pot; (ii) Electric Connection; (iii) Gear Con-
tainer; (iv) Cover and (v) Screws. Those are the five main
categories we need perform segmentation on. Additionally,
following inner components have also been generated : (vi)
Magnets; (vii) Armature; (viii) Lower Gear and (ix) Upper
Gear as presented in 1(c). However, since we only focus
on the first step of unscrewing process in this paper, inner
parts will not be investigated. To generate motors with vari-

ous specifications, we provide lots of parameter options that
control the type, size, position and rotation of different parts
of motor, e.g. screw position, gear size, or pole pot length.
Figure 1(b) shows ten generated demo motors with different
parameters and an exploded view of a demo motor. All the
individual components mentioned above are modeled sepa-
rately as illustrated.

3.2. Synthetic Point Cloud Generation

The generated mesh models are further used to create
synthetic image and point cloud datasets. A simulated
scene is built in Blender for it. Apart from the lights and
cameras, the Blender scene also contains the model of the
real-world clamping system and a background panel. The
camera rotates randomly on top of the scene within a cer-
tain range yet always towards the motor. To create image
dataset, apart from the scene images rendered by Blender
directly, BlenderProc [8] can be used to generate corre-
sponding depth images, normal images, and segmentation
ground truth images as shown in Figure 2(b). Or in our
case, BlenSor [13] is used to simulate the sensors to create
point cloud dataset. Figure 2(c) gives a demo of generated
point cloud colored in the material color or its segmentation
ground truth.

3.3. Data Pre-processing and Augmentation

The generated point clouds are of relatively large size.
Each point cloud contains around 1.2 million points. How-
ever, neural networks have a limitation of point number per
batch, common choices are 1024/2048/4096 points. Direct
downsampling makes the sub-point clouds contain too less
points for tail categories (e.g., screws in our case) thus does
not work. To deal with large point clouds, common indus-
trial applications use sliding voxels to voxelize the point
cloud space and perform prediction voxel-wise. In our case,
we want to perform the point cloud segmentation fast and
precisely to prevent the robot from being idle for a too long
time. Using the prior knowledge that motors are always
clamped in a relatively fixed position in the clamping sys-
tem and only the area around the motor is of our interest,
we restrict the sampling region by cropping a cuboid area
around that location and use it as input to the segmenta-
tion neural network. All other residual points are labeled as
background points directly. The size of the cropped point
cuboid is of only around 10% of the raw point cloud. By
doing so, direct downsampling the point cuboid into sub-
point clouds of 2048 points makes the tail categories still
have enough points for learning. A cropped point cuboid
demo is given in Figure 2(c).

Apart from pre-processing, augmentation is also an im-
portant part to improve the generalization ability of the
models. Common augmentation methods include random
rotation and random jittering over the whole point cloud.
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Figure 3: Sim2real transfer learning piepline for the point cloud segmentation task in our industrial application.

In our case, we additionally introduce other augmentation
methods of (i) random cuboid size along all three axes; (ii)
random mild translation and rotation of motors; and (iii)
adding random size and random position hovering tiles over
the clamping system as scene masks, which is similar to
the masking augmentation on images. An detailed ablation
study regarding the augmentations is given in Section 4.5.

4. Sim2real Point Cloud Learning
As illustrated in Figure 3, apart from the synthetic point

cloud dataset generation, the whole pipeline consists fol-
lowing other steps: pre-train the network model on syn-
thetic data, fine-tune the network model on real-world data,
and post-processing for screw information.

4.1. Pre-training on Simulated Scenes

As reviewed in Section 2, there are a variety of neural
network models that can be used for the point cloud seg-
mentation task. Since the backbone itself is not of our main
focus, balancing the performance and the computation time,
we use DGCNN [47] as our backbone network for the seg-
mentation task. To better deal with the camera perspective
variance, a spatial transform network (STN) [31] is intro-
duced at the beginning.

In the previous step, a dataset of 1000 random scenes
with 1000 random motors is generated. We use 80% of it
for training and 20% for test. In the pre-training process, the
training takes 100 epochs and the batch size is 16. We use an
initial learning rate of 0.01, and a cos decay scheduler with
a final learning rate of 0.00001. The optimization method is
stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We use the widely used
cross entropy for the segmentation loss Lseg. An auxiliary
STN rotation loss Lrot which describes the L2 difference
between the learned rotation matrix and the ground truth
(saved during the augmentation) is additionally applied with
a small weight α. The total loss is defined as:

Ltotal = Lseg + αLrot (1)

Table 1: Numerical results of models with different settings.
The second column indicates whether the model is pre-
trained on the synthetic dataset or not. Both results in the
pre-training step (Simulation) and the fine-tuning step (Re-
ality) are given. Note that the results in Simulation columns
are the test results on synthetic test dataset, other than real-
world test dataset. Same below.

STN Pre-train Simulation Reality
mIoU screw IoU mIoU screw IoU

- - - - 0.8707 0.4884
✓ - - - 0.9030 0.6272
- ✓ 0.9202 0.7120 0.9187 0.6830
✓ ✓ 0.9675 0.8875 0.9375 0.7842

We set α = 0.01. During the training, the common segmen-
tation metric, mean intersection over union (mIoU), is used
to measure the model performance. The IoU of screw cate-
gory is used as an additional metric since screws are of our
main focus. During both pre-training and fine-tuning pro-
cesses, we save the model that performs best on the screw
IoU metric.

4.2. Fine-tuning on Real-world Scenes

During the fine-tuning step, we load the network parame-
ters from the pre-training step and perform transfer learning,
i.e., adapting the network model from simulated scenes to
real-world scenes. We took 26 real-world point clouds with
Zivid camera and manually labeled them. 20 scenes are
used for fine-tuning and 6 scenes are used for test. Note that
this is not a small dataset since the point cloud cuboid from
each scene contains around 200,000 points and can be sam-
pled to around 100 sub-point clouds of 2048 points. In the
fine-tuning process, the training takes 300 epochs and the
batch size is 16. We use an initial learning rate of 0.001, and
a cos decay scheduler with a final learning rate of 0.00001.
The optimizer, loss, evaluation metrics are identical to that
in the pre-training step.
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input GT w/o pre-train only pre-train fine-tuned

Figure 4: Segmentation result visualization on real-world test data. Without pre-train means the network is trained on real-
world data directly. Only pre-train means the network is trained only on synthetic dataset and directly used for the testing on
real-world data. Fine-tuned means the network is both pre-trained and fine-tuned.

Table 2: Ablation study on augmentation methods. Aug 1: random rotation and random jittering over the cuboid point cloud.
Aug 2: random cuboid size along all three axes. Aug 3: random mild translation and rotation of motors. Aug 4: adding
random position hovering tiles over the clamping system as scene masks.

Dataset Augmentations Simulation Reality
aug 1 aug 2 aug 3 aug 4 mIoU screw IoU mIoU screw IoU

dataset 1 ✓ 0.9751 0.9141 0.9280 0.7518
dataset 2 ✓ ✓ 0.9801 0.9372 0.9368 0.7799
dataset 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.9742 0.9161 0.9370 0.7815
dataset 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.9675 0.8875 0.9375 0.7842

Note that after the model is trained, the dataloader for the
test process is different from that for the training process.
When training the network, each input point cuboid splits
into sub-point clouds of 2048 points as much as it can, and
the residual points are discarded. When testing the trained
model, the residual points are not discarded but completed
into a sub-point cloud of 2048 points with other random
points resampled from the original input.

4.3. Quantitative and Qualitative Results

Numerical results over the metrics of mIoU and screw
IoU are given in Table 1. From it, we can observe that using
the STN module improves the performance drastically. On
the other hand, using the sim2real transfer learning with two
steps of pre-training and fine-tuning also boosts the perfor-
mance. Combining both gets even better performance.

Some qualitative results are given in Figure 4. From it,
we can observe that direct training on the real-world data
performs decent on most points but not so good on tail cat-
egories. With pre-training on the simulated scenes and fine-
tune the model on real-world scenes can achieve a much

better segmentation result, especially for the tail categories.

4.4. Post-processing for Screw Information

After the network model is fine-tuned, given a real-world
point cloud as input, the network outputs the segmenta-
tion result. The post-processing step aims at getting screw
locations and orientations with the screw points that have
been segmented out. To get screw locations, clustering al-
gorithms are firstly used to group segmented screw points.
In our case, we use the Density-Based Spatial Clustering
of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [11, 37] algorithm
for clustering. With appropriate parameter settings, each
cluster is one screw. Using the prior knowledge that the
bottom most screw is always the side screw, all the clusters
above are cover screws that need to be unscrewed in this
process. The cover screw locations are obtained by com-
puting the center of each cluster. For the screw orientations,
processing on the screw points directly is problematic since
screws have uneven surfaces. Using the prior knowledge
that all cover screws are having the same orientation as the
flat cover, the screw orientation is actually identical to the
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Figure 5: Post-processing for screw information.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Patch-based attention network. (a) Full architecture. (b) Proposed patch module, has an additional defined kernel
loss, outputs patch feature. (c) Cross attention module.

normal of the cover flat part in our case. We hence apply
DBSCAN on the points that are segmented as the cover cat-
egory but with their estimated normals other than coordi-
nates. With appropriate parameter settings, we can make the
cluster number to be only one, which means all the points
whose normal vectors are similar to the cover flat part are
clustered together. Then the cover normal, or the screw ori-
entation, is obtained by averaging all the normal vectors of
those points. The process is illustrated in Figure 5.

4.5. Ablation Study on Data Augmentation

A variety of augmentation methods have been used on
our synthetic dataset. To validate their effectiveness, an
ablation study is performed by generating several differ-
ent datasets and using a same network architecture for the
pre-training and fine-tuning processes. The numerical re-
sults are given in Table 2. In the used four augmentation
methods, the former two methods are augmentations per-
formed during the data pre-processing, and the latter two
methods are augmentations performed during the data gen-
eration. From Table 2, we can observe that randomly chang-
ing the cuboid size improves the segmentation performance
on both pre-training and fine-tuning steps. On the other
hand, while the latter two augmentation methods decreases
the pre-training performance, they both improves the fine-
tuning performance when the model is transferred to real-
world point cloud data. In this paper, we use dataset 4 for
most other experiments.

5. Imbalanced Learning

Imbalanced learning, also referred as long-tail learning
in the classification tasks, is a problem where the distri-
bution of examples across the known categories is biased
or skewed. In our case, original synthetic point clouds are
mostly occupied with background points (around 96%) and
have extremely less screw points (around 0.1%). After ap-
plying the sample region restriction, i.e., the cuboid crop
strategy as illustrated in Figure 2(c) and described in sub-
section 3.3, in each point cuboid, background points take
up around 64% while screw points take up around 1%. The
imbalanced problem has been alleviated. Meanwhile, it is
still worth investigating to further improve the performance.
Several additional strategies are proposed to deal with the
imbalanced learning problem in this paper. They are pro-
posed from the perspectives of data augmentation, weight-
ing loss, and extra network block respectively.

5.1. Focused Sampling for Tail Categories

One common strategy to deal with the long-tail problem
in classification tasks is resampling like manually adding
samples of the tail categories. In our case, the key cate-
gory of screw only occupies a extreme small portion of the
whole point cloud compared to other components, hence it
is possible to increase the number of screw points by den-
sifying them. The strategy is as follows. For each point
p1 belongs to the screw category, get its nearest same cat-
egory point p2. (a) If the nearest same category point of
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Table 3: Ablation study on proposed strategies for imbalanced learning.

Sample region
restriction

Focused
sampling

Weighting
loss

Patch-based
attention

Simulation Reality
mIoU screw IoU mIoU screw IoU

✓ - - - 0.9675 0.8875 0.9375 0.7842
✓ ✓ - - 0.9627 0.8661 0.9376 0.7570
✓ - ✓ - 0.9668 0.8862 0.9409 0.7717
✓ - - ✓ 0.9693 0.9063 0.9462 0.7968
✓ ✓ - ✓ 0.9644 0.8850 0.9389 0.7622
✓ - ✓ ✓ 0.9729 0.9165 0.9412 0.7794
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.9680 0.8972 0.9401 0.7683

Figure 7: Visualizing learned patches on sub-point clouds of 2048 points.

p2 is also p1, this means both points are not at the cluster
boundary, hence a new point is added with the coordinate
of padd = p1 +

1
3 (p2 − p1). (b) If the nearest same category

point of p2 is not p1, this means p1 is likely to be an outlier
point or at the cluster boundary, hence a new point is added
with the coordinate of padd = p1 +

2
3 (p2 − p1). Above op-

eration doubles the point number of the tail category in the
training dataset.

5.2. Weighting Category Loss

Adding additional weights to each category when com-
puting the cross entropy loss is another widely used strat-
egy. Most current DL packages provide such an optional
argument in their in-built loss functions. However, it is
an unsolved question that what is the best way to compute
and set the category weights. In this paper, we propose a
following method. Assume the point cloud has M cate-
gories and N points in total. For each category that has
ni(i = 1, 2, . . . ,M) points, its ratio is given as ri = ni/N .
Then a scaled ratio sri is computed by decreasing the orig-
inal ratio difference with a cubic root operation as sri =
ti/(

∑M
i=1 ti), where ti = (max(r1, r2, . . . , rM )/ri)

1
3 . In

this case, smaller ri means the corresponding category gets
a larger sri. However, using sri directly leads to a huge
decrease on the loss magnitude. To eliminate the possible
problem caused by it, an additional factor is computed as
f =

∑M
i=1 ri × sri and multiplied. Hence the final cate-

gory weight is given as ωi = sri × f for each category.

5.3. Patch-based Attention Network

Additionally, we propose a novel patch-based attention
network to deal with the imbalanced learning problem. The
key idea is to force the network to learn a same number
of kernel points for all categories by using an additional
kernel loss. In our task, we have 6 categories in total and
we select 8 kernel points per category. For each category,
the ground truth kernel points are obtained by performing
K-means algorithm on all points of this category. After 8
clusters are grouped, cluster centers are computed and their
nearest neighbor points that belong to this category are de-
fined as kernel points. The kernel loss is a L2 loss between
the goal kernels and learned kernels. Hence the total loss in
this case is defined as:

Ltotal = Lseg + αLrot + βLker (2)

where β is a loss weight. We set β = 0.05. Apart from the
obtained kernel points, their 32 neighbor points are grouped
to form a patch and a convolution layer is used to get patch-
wise features. The patch-wise features are further used to
perform cross attention with the point-wise features learned
from the DGCNN backbone (lower branch in Figure 6(a)).
This is a patch-to-point cross attention, i.e., using patch fea-
tures to represent point features. The output is concatenated
back to the lower branch for final segmentation. Detailed
network designs are given in Figure 6.

5.4. Experimental results

All the experiments are conducted with the same dataset
on which all augmentation methods are applied (dataset 4
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in Table 2). Numerical results of them are presented in Ta-
ble 3. From it, we can observe that the focused sampling
strategy always leads to a worse performance. One possible
reason is that this operation is only performed during train-
ing. For test cases, labels are segmentation goals and are not
provided hence the focused sampling operation is not appli-
cable. This causes data distribution difference between the
training set and the test set thus leads to bad performance.
The loss weighting strategy improves the performance on
synthetic data but degrades the performance on real-world
data slightly. This indicates the strategy contributes to a
better pre-training yet not performing well on transfer learn-
ing. On the other hand, our proposed patch-based attention
module improves the performance on both steps. To give
better insights of our proposed module, learned patches of
some sub-point clouds are visualized in Figure 7. It shows
that our method forces the network to learn patches around
boundaries or other informative places.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we adopt sim2real transfer learning method
for an industrial application on point cloud data. Follow-
ing the pipeline, synthetic dataset are generated in simulated
scenes. The network model is firstly pre-trained on the syn-
thetic data and then fine-tuned on the real-world data. Both
quantitative and qualitative results show that this achieves
better performance. To deal with the imbalanced learning
problem, several strategies have been tested. The proposed
patch-based attention module shows its effectiveness by im-
proving the performance drastically. For future directions,
we would like to try with more backbones, as well as inves-
tigating more on the attention-based learning methods for
point cloud data.
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